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is a sufficient proof of their utility and advantages ; and the
tendency to employ them in England , where their designing and
requirements have only lately received any attention , they being
as a rule still far from perfect , shows that the advantages gained
by their employment are being slowly discovered ; and it is to be
hoped that it will next be found that the tendency (at present ,
however , not yet developed in certain quarters ) to employ and
encourage improvements in their manufacture will also show
itself .

CHAPTEB XV.
APPLIANCES

AND EQUIPMENTS FOR FIRE
AND STEAM .

ENGINES , MANUAL

Engine Houses and Fittings .
In placing an engine station in a town, it is desirable that its
situation should be such as to allow the engine to be quickly and
readily taken to a fire at whatever part of the town it may occur ;
and for this purpose a central position is most likely to prove the
best . It may sometimes , however, happen that a central position
may not be suited to the requirements above named , because the
streets leading out of it may be so narrow , steep, or tortuous as to
render it unwise to place the engine in a position from whence a
rapid and easy exit cannot always be readily obtained ; but , under
any circumstances , a position that commands the readiest means
of access to all quarters , and , if possible, a descent from the engine
house in as many directions as may be most likely to have the
greatest number of most heavy fires, should be chosen.
Another point requiring attention is that of placing the station
in such a position that no fire breaking out in the vicinity should
prevent the engine being easily accessible ; it is also worthy of
note that an engine may be so carefully ‘stored ’ as to render it all
but useless in case of a fire. The Empress Catherine II . of Eussia ,
in her Memoirs , says, in speaking of a fire that broke out in the
palace : ‘ The want of engines rendered it impossible to save this
immense wooden structure , and , besides, the few that were there
were kept under the very staircase which was on fire ! ’ and these ,
as a necessary consequence , were quickly destroyed . We learn
from the evidence given before the Select Committee on London
Fires in 1862, that one of the parish engines was kept ‘ bricked up
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behind a blacksmith 's shop , and if a fire happened where its ser¬
vices were required , part of the wall of the house would have to
be pulled down to get the engine out ! ’ Let these instances prove
that it is as possible to keep an engine too safe as not to keep it
safe enough .
The engine house should be as dry and well ventilated as pos¬
sible, to prevent damp rusting the iron work and forming mildew
on the engine , hose, and other appliances , which, if it once gets into
the leather , &c. will quickly cause serious damage and deterioration ;
and this with the disadvantage of its extent not being easily ascer¬
tained until it is found out by the failure of some important por¬
tion , possibly at a moment when its durability and efficiency are
of the highest importance .
A fire place, gas or oil lights , and plenty of windows to give
light and ventilation in the day time , are most important and
should be carefully provided . Every precaution should be taken ,
especially in the winter , to keep the house free from damp , and
the doors should be so arranged as to prevent the rain beating in
under them , or the drainage from the street or yard flowing in.
Cupboards and lockers for the tools and stores should be pro¬
vided, and a small room or bench for a vice, where any small
repairs or adjustments can be done, will be found a great con¬
venience . Racks or pegs should also be put up for hanging up
those articles , duplicates , or appliances , which are best kept in
that position. There should also be a washing place, and the
usual conveniences, with an abundant supply of water .
It is extremely desirable that there should ,be a paved yard ,
court, or street frontage for the engine to be washed or cleaned on,
so as to avoid the mud and dirt caused by the performance of this
operation if done on the ordinary ground surface. There should
be a lofty pole, provided with a block or sheave, sufficiently high
from the ground , through which a line can be rove for hoisting up
the hose to dry ; and the upper portion of this spar or pole might
be used as a flag staff, and have a vane placed on the summit .
Water should be laid on, and a plug or cock provided , so as to
enable a hose to be attached , and water to be used to wash out the
interior of the engine and pumps when required , as well as the
exterior . Good drainage should be provided near the engine
house.
Racks or pegs, on which to hang or place the helmets , uniforms ,
and accoutrements of the firemen, should be provided , so arranged
as to enable each man to keep his own clear of those of another ,
and so placed as to be got at with the least delay and in the most
ready manner . In the case of volunteers , it will generally be
found most convenient for those members who are not on duty to
take their uniform and equipments home, so that in the event of
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their services being required , and their receiving a call at their
own house, they can equip themselves and start at once ; and thus
avoid the loss of time incurred by having to go to the station to
put them on, and then go to the scene of their operations .
Every engine house or station should possess a clock and an
alarm bell ; and on receiving a call for a fire, the day and hour
of receiving it should be entered on a slate , with the nature of the
fire—such as chimney , house, &c.— so as to be recorded in a book
and preserved in the records of the brigade : on returning from the
fire the particulars and remarks thereon can be didy posted .
The slate should be properly ruled with lines scratched into the
material , and divided thereby into the following divisions, each
headed as follows :—
Date

Time

By whom called

Nature of call

Place called for

The book should have the same divisions as those just given ,
and contain in addition the following, which should be extended
in continuation :—
Supply of
water

Damage
Order of

arrival at
fire

Remarks

wise
with
whether
other¬
or
engine
in
Time
w, orking

Slight Serious Total

Cause
of
fixe

Insured
or uninsured
Good Bad

Immediately on receiving a call, the fireman on duty will take
note of the time , and, whilst the engine is being put to, enter all
on the slate , each under its proper head —specifying whether man ,
woman, or child brought it , whether policeman , soldier, &c. ;
whether it was for a chimney , house, &c. ; and the name of the
street or place where the fire is stated to be. This is all required
before going to the fire, aud on the return from it, the remaining
particulars which will have been obtained during and after the
fire, and for which purpose a small memorandum book should be
carried , can be duly entered .
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Appliances .
Every manual or steam fire engine requires to be provided with
certain tools and appliances for use at fires, which should each
have their allotted place, and be constantly kept in it , so as to be
easily and readily found when wanted . In this case the old saying
of ‘a place for everything and everything in its place ’applies with
peculiar force, and it is the imperative duty of every one touching
them to replace them instantly when done with . The captain of
the brigade should frequently himself inspect the fittings , appli¬
ances, and equipments belonging to the engines , as well as the
engines themselves ; for although those under him have to do
this , yet it will be a good thing for him to do so himself fre¬
quently .
It would be a terrible slur on the efficiency of a brigade if, when
suddenly called to a fire some few miles from their station , it
should be found, when arrived at it, that some important portion
of their appliances or equipments which ought invariably to ac¬
company an engine had been left behind , and their means of sub¬
duing the fire be thus rendered useless ; yet, incredible as it may
seem, instances of this sort have occurred , and one, too, not
long since, where a brigade started to a fire with their engine,
and when they arrived , to their shame be it spoken, actually found
that the delivery hose had been left behind ! ! The consequence
of this was, that the engine had to stand still while the fire
had all its own way, and the premises were consumed at its leisure.
What shall be said of such a brigade as this —the system on which
they work, and the perseverance with which they learnt their duties ,
to say nothing of the advantages they must have gained from their
frequent (?) and efficient (?) drills ? Let all volunteer and paid
brigades take warning from this , and by proper attention to their
duties , each man conscientiously doing his portion , prevent their
ever standing in such an unenviable and reprehensible position .
The equipments generally* provided for and carried with each
manual engine , as used by the London Fire Engine Establishment
and laid down in their general regulations , consist of two lengths
of scaling ladder , each six and a half feet long, capable of being
readily and quickly joined together so as to form a ladder of any
required length ; a canvas sheet , with ten or twelve handles of
rope round the edge of it ; two pieces of two and a half inch rope,
one ten fathoms and the other fourteen in length ; six lengths of
hose, each length being forty feet ; two branch pipes, one two and
a half and the other four to six feet long ; one spare nozzle for the
branch pipes ; two lengths of suction pipe, each about six feet
long ; one flat rose, a stand cock, and a goose neck ; two balls of
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strips of sheepskin , two balls of small cord ; two dogtails , one dam
board , a boat hook, a mattock , a shovel, a saw, a screw wrench, a
portable cistern , a hatchet or pole axe, an iron crow bar, a hand
pump , with hose, instruments for opening the fire plugs , and keys
for turning the stop cocks of the water mains .
The appliances and equipments of every engine of a given
class should be uniform and complete , and in every respect fit and
adapted for the preservation of life and protection of property .
Once properly made , arranged , and equipped , the subsequent ex¬
pense necessary for maintaining them in a proper and efficient
condition would be but trifling , and should not be allowed to occupy
a moment ’s consideration .
£An eye witness,’ who addressed a letter to the £Times ’ on the
3rd of November , in the year 1841, respecting the conflagration at
the Tower, says : £Having been requested to set one of the Tower
engines to work, I proceeded to do so, and had the choice of four
or five engines and six or seven suction pipes, not one of which
would fit any one of the engines ! After much rummaging , a suc¬
tion pipe was found to correspond with one of the engines ; but ,
alas ! a short pole had been jammed into it , and rendered it
useless.’
Suction Hose.
The suction pipes or hose formerly used in fire engines were
made of small tin or copper cylinders , in shape and size something
like the napkin rings used at dinner tables , which were placed end
to end, and then sewed round with several strips of canvas painted
or otherwise made watertight , or else they were carefully covered
over with leather . It was soon found that suction pipes made on
this plan were not sufficiently elastic, were very easily crushed , and
did not long remain airtight .
For these a continuous spiral strip of metal enclosed in leather
was soon substituted , but this was not found so satisfactory as
could be wished, and a spiral coil of stout iron or copper wire
covered with leather of greater thickness than had before been
used was employed ; since then no improvements have been made
in leather suction hose.
Hose of this description are sufficiently flexible, not easily
crushed , and make a better job than the old £tinpot ’ arrangement ,
but they are rarely airtight , and it is very difficult to keep them so
for any length of time . If the leather be perfectly sound, and
the seam carefully closed, of course they will last longer air¬
tight ; but , as a general rule , they are not the best sort of suction
hose to use.
Indiarubber and canvas substituted for the leather ordinarily em¬
ployed make an excellent suction hose, being flexible, strong , and
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perfectly airtight . Suction hose of this description are employed
in the steam fire engines , where they give the greatest satisfaction ,
and , in fact, should always be employed .
It is desirable to use the suction hose in short lengths , so that
the engine be kept as close to the water as possible ; and seven
feet is as long as one length should be, six feet being the length
they are generally made . If more than this is required , it is best
to use two lengths , and these should be tightly screwed up with
the wrench so as to prevent the leakage of air : if it draws air after
being tightly screwed up , a little tallow or clay rubbed round the
joint of the coupling , or a wet rag bound round , will make all
tight and snug.
Suction hose should always be kept as straight as possible ; in
fact, the straighter each length of it is kept , the longer they will
last, and the easier and quicker they will be screwed on to the
engine , it being a well established fact that nothing injures a suc¬
tion hose more than bending it about .
Strainer .
The strainer applied to the portion of a pump which is immersed
in the water seems to be almost
Era. 41. Section Strainer.
as old as the pump itself. It
was used in engines in England
in the year 1600.
Agricola, who died in 1555,
ill 'll o ooo ooooooQooo
°9
° 29ooo
l!:;i 2 $ 22922 ? 2ooo
in his treatise ‘ lie Rc Metallica ,’
III:;;: oooooooo
i .,'1OOOoOOOOOOOOOO
II'1, 1OOOOOOOQ OQ oooo
shows in an engraving basket
strainers on the lower ends of
pumps used in mining operations , and also the ends of the pumps
bored full of holes so as to act as a strainer .
Robert Fludd , in his ‘ De Naturae Sinaia,’ published in 1618,
gives a sketch of a double pump used in a mine in Germany , with
a basket strainer attached to the end of each suction pipe .
In the old manual engines, the rose or strainer was attached to
the suction by means of screws or other equivalent fastening , and
was, consequently , a fixture ; but they are now made to screw on
or off as required , which is found to be a convenience and advan¬
tage, especially in the case of steamers , where both suction and
strainer are of considerable size.
The suction strainer , fig. 41, as now made, consists of an oblong
copper box, round the sides of which a great number of small
holes are made to allow the passage of the water, but keep back
extraneous matter . At one end a gun metal tube or pipe with
a screw cut on the outside is attached , which connects with the
end of the suction hose.
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In 1858 Mr. J . Simon Holland published in the ‘Mechanic’s
Magazine’ his plan of a revolving rose or suction strainer for
pumps of any description.
Leather Hose.
Leather hose requires to be made from the highest quality and
description of leather, free from all defects, and manufactured in
the most careful manner, to ensure durability and strength. The
riveting must be well and soundly done, and there should be no
sharp edges left, either on the washers or rivets, from which injury
may be done to the hose.
In making leather hose it is desirable to use only the soundest
and strongest portions of each hide, and not more than four breadths
are or ought to be cut from each, the greatest care being taken
to avoid all the soft parts. When cut, the ends of each strip or
breadth are joined together, and then riveted up to form the tube,
great care being required not to stretch it unequally in the sides
during the riveting. Punching the holes for the rivets requires
considerable attention, and the rivets also must be made of the
highest quality of material, and in the most careful manner.
This hose is made in all lengths, 40 feet being that generally used,
and has small straps of leather riveted across it at about 10 feet
apart, to serve as handles for lifting or moving it about, or else to
make fast a line to it if required.
Leather hose, when well made, is very strong and serviceable,
but it requires to be kept well greased or oiled to prevent its getting
hard, which it does if allowed to get dry before being greased, when
it will be found rather a troublesome job to soften it. In fact, the
only way to do anything with it in this case is to put it to soak in
warm water, repeating this as often as is required until it becomes
soft, when it should be well greased or oiled and then strongly
rubbed to force the oil or grease well into it ; if this be properly
done and strictly seen to, the party who has the doing of it, and in
whose care the hose is, will hardly care to run the risk of a repeti¬
tion of the process.
The late Mr. Braidwood tried some experiments on riveted
leather hose of 2| " diameter and 80 feet in length, attached to a
manual engine with pumps 7" x 7", and is stated to have found,
after many trials, that when a vertical stream was thrown to the
height of 75 feet, the pressure on the hose was equal to a head of
100 feet of water ; when the same engine was used with 160 feet
of hose, and the branch or nozzle raised to a height of 50 feet above
the level of the engine and the water thrown 56 feet, the pressure
on the hose was equal to a head of 130 feet. The bursting pressure
of a similar size of riveted leather hose (the piece tested was4 feet
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in length ) was found to be that of a head of water of 500 feet in
height , and it failed or burst by tearing open along the rivet
holes.
So soon as the engine is brought back to the house, the leather
hose should be carefully rinsed in clean water to remove all mud
and dirt ; and if the engine has been using muddy or dirty water ,
it will be desirable to wrash through the hose with some clean water ,
either from the main or by making a few strokes with the engine,
which should be supplied with clean water for this purpose ; after
this the hose should be hoisted up to drain , slinging it by the
middle , for which purpose every engine station should have a con¬
venience . The hose must be watched to see that it does not get
too dry, and when it is pretty dry, should be taken down and
rubbed with neat ’s foot, lard , or fish oil all over the outside, taking
care to clean all grit and dirt off it ; after which it should be rolled
or coiled up tightly , taking care to keep the rivet heads down¬
wards , and to begin rolling up the end to which the male screw
is attached : when the whole length is neatly and compactly rolled
up, fasten it with the straps , and take it at once to the engine and
deposit it in the hose box.
Poliniere , in his £Experiences de Physique ,’ tells us that the
leather tubes or hose used in fire engines were lubricated with a
composition of tallow and wax, to render them pliable ; and , to
prevent mice and other vermin from destroying them , were soaked
in an infusion of colocynth or bitter apple .
The following composition has been found to be very useful in
keeping leather hose in a pliable and good working condition .
Take 1 gallon neat ’s foot oil, 2 lbs. tallow, and £ lb. bees’ wax ;
melt these carefully together , and having the hose clean and free
from dirt , lay it on whilst warm, and rub it well in. The hose
should then be hung up to dry, and as soon as the composition
appears to have been well absorbed, give it another coat ; after which
it may be carefully coiled up and put away into its place ready for
use.
A great advantage will be found in having enough hose to admit
of a portion being under repair , greasing , or cleaning , as may be
required , and also to allow of the work being divided over two sets
of hose, using each alternately ; by this means the nuisance of
wanting an extra supply at a moment ’s notice will be obviated ,
and the wear and tear be equalised , or spread over a larger
quantity , and the durability will thereby be largely increased .
Canvas Hose.
Well made woven canvas hose possesses the two important
advantages of strength and lightness , but in general use they are
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more than counterbalanced by its liability to decay, and the great
deterioration it suffers from damp . It is only by the greatest care
and attention that it can be kept in working order for any length
of time ; and to do this it should be washed perfectly clean every
time it is used, and not attempted to be rolled up until carefully
and thoroughly dried , when it may be coiled up just as the leather
hose, and put in the hose box of the engine . The author does
not find that the plan of ‘ barking ’ or ‘ tanning ,’ in the manner
followed by fishermen with their boat sails, nets, &c., and which
is found to answer so well, has ever been tried with hose of this
description ; there is no reason why it should not be found a great
preservative , and to render it very durable , which it would by
counteracting the mildew and damp to which it is so liable , and by
which it is so quickly destroyed .
In using canvas hose great care should be taken not to drag it
along the ground , for though it is strong in resisting the strain of
an engine , it will not bear the friction and rough usage it encounters
in being so treated . The great aim of all volunteer or paid fire¬
men should be to do the greatest possible amount of work with
the least possible damage to their plant and appliances . A little
care and a few precautions will go a long way towards securing
this desirable end.
In 1720 hempen hose, woven without seam, were made at
Leipzig by Beck, a lace weaver. After this they were made by
Erke , a linen weaver at Weimar ; and at a later period they were
made of linen at Dresden and also in Silesia.
A Mr. Mogler , of Stutgard or its neighbourhood , invented a
loom and established a factory for the manufacture of this seamless
hose on his estate somewhere near that place.
In England watertight seamless woven hose was made at Bethnal
Green by Hegner and Ehrliholzer , who had a factory there , but
the date of its establishment is uncertain .
Woven canvas hose requires , especially when used with a steam
fire engine , to be laid on the smoothest and most even surface that
can be obtained , such for instance as the flags on the footway, so
as to prevent damage from bearing on sharp stones or on an
uneven lumpy surface .
If this hose should be found to have holes in it , or become
otherwise damaged , it is easily repaired by cutting out the bad or
damaged part , turning over the ends to form a flange, and stitch¬
ing the ends together with strongly waxed thread . An awl should
be used to make the holes, and the thread should be considerably
larger to fill the hole well up . It is made in any continuous length
up to 400 feet, and is about one fourth of the weight and bulk of
leather . It can be prepared so as to be moderately proof against
rot at a cost of about 1cl. per foot.
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Hose.

Indiarubber hose 'was first brought out by Mr. Thomas Hancock ,
of Fulham , in the year 1827. It was submitted to very severe
tests , and stood them so well, that it was soon adopted by most of
the insurance companies. One test was plugging up the nozzle of
a length of indiarubber and a length of leather hose attached to
a powerful engine well worked. The leather hose blew out or
burst in the solid part of the leather ; and the indiarubber was
uninjured and broke down the engine . The smoothness and even¬
ness of the interior of this hose cause it to be preferred by many
makers when trying engines for range and height , and there is no
doubt that a length of rubber hose next the pumps of the engine
when used at trials or fires will be found of considerable advantage .
Hose of this material only requires to be dried after use and
before being rolled up. Grease or oil being a solvent of vegetable
gums, and fatally destructive to indiarubber , must be carefully
kept from it . Immediately the hose is done with, wash it thoroughly
with clean water inside and out, and let it dry completely ; then
roll it neatly up, as in the case of leather hose, and stow it away
in its proper place in the engine .
At fires it will be found necessary to keep hose of this kind
away from the heated ruins ; and care should be taken , in laying
out, to avoid those parts -tfhere damage may arise to it from this
cause.
The rubber hose made by the North British Rubber Company
for the use of steam fire engines is a beautiful material , exceed¬
ingly strong and well made, and it stood in a most satisfactory
manner throughout the three days’ ‘ trials ’ at the Crystal Palace
in 1863.
Hose Coupling .
The means of connecting or disconnecting , in a rapid and
effectual manner , two or more lengths of suction or delivery hose,
either to the engine or each
Fig . 42 . Hose Coupling .
other , or vice versa , is a very
desirable and important matter .
The union coupling for the
hose, by means of which two
lengths of hose can be readily
and quickly joined together
without twisting them round ,
as would be the case if in
screwing up the joints the hose
had to be turned too, was, it is said, invented in the early part
of the present century , by an engineer at the old London Bridge
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Waterworks , and was first used about the year 1816 in the engine
of the London Assurance Corporation .
It is stated that the Van der Heides of Amsterdam attached to
the ends of their fifty feet lengths of delivery hose brass screws, so
that any number of lengths of hose ‘ could be quickly connected
together , as occasions might require .’ This seems to be the first
employment of a screw coupling for this purpose .
It will be seen, however, that a hose coupling similar to that
now in use was brought under the notice of the Society of Arts
by Mr . Jacob Perkins at the close of the year 1819, and will be
found described in the Transactions of the Society.
Savary , in his double water raising engine , of which an engraving
is shown in his pamphlet , ‘ The Miner ’s Friend ,’ published in 1702,
uses the screw coupling joint , and it was used in the fire engines
made at Ypres in 1739 ; but neither by Savary nor any of the fire
engine builders is its invention claimed , therefore it must have
been at least a hundred years old when brought into use in
1816.
The plan generally used in this country is that shown by the
woodcut, fig. 42, and consists of three separate pieces of gun
metal , two of which have screw threads cut on the outside , one
being attached to each end of the length of hose, and the third is
a collar or short tube furnished with two ‘ lugs ’ or ears, projecting
from the outside, and a screw thread of a similar size to that on
the two pieces just named , cut on the inside . This collar is
usually attached to one piece at the end of a length of hose, and
the piece at the other end of the same length fits into the collar
on another length .
These couplings were formerly attached to the hose by means of
three or four screws, and then tightly bound round with twine ;
but this has now been superseded by the use of annealed copper
wire, which is tightly served or bound round it, making a stronger
and better job , not being liable to shrink and swell by being
alternately wet and dry , as was found to be the case when twine
was used.
The coupling joints require to be looked to every time after
using , to see that they are not ‘ burred ’ or damaged by having
been struck against stones or other hard material , which will in¬
fallibly prevent the lengths being easily coupled when required .
Should they be ‘ burred ’ up , a few touches with a fine file will
sufficiently remove the injury to enable the couplings to act freely ;
but great care must be taken not to cause injury in trying to
rectify that already done.
In Greenock , instead of the ordinary hose coupling , they use
what is termed the ‘ bayonet coupling ,’ of which the superintendent ,
writes : ‘they are easier coupled and uncoupled , besides being less
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liable to damage . I have never known them to get loose by
accident when the hose are carefully and properly handled .’
Branch Pipes .
The date and origin of the metal branch pipe used with fire
engines is uncertain , but it was doubtless of very ancient applica¬
tion . The ancients , we are told , used force pumps for projecting
Fig . 43.

Branch

Pipe and Nozzle .

fire to destroy buildings , and as these pumps could also be applied
to throw water , there can be little doubt that the same arrange¬
ment employed for one purpose was equally efficient for the other ,
and from this the branch pipe evidently originated .
A short time since there was an old branch pipe of 10 feet in
length , on to which a nozzle of 18 inches in length was screwed,
to be seen in the workshops of Messrs. Merryweather and Sons,
but no one knew by whom it was made, nor was there any infor¬
mation obtainable as to its origin .
As at present constructed , the branch pipes are made of copper ,
in the form of a taper tube of various lengths and sizes, with the
seams carefully brazed. The larger end attaches to the delivery
hose by means of a screw thread cut on the inside , which fits on
the male coupling screw attached to the hose ; and the smaller end
has a screw thread on which the nozzles of various diameters , as
required to be used, are readily affixed. Leather washers are pro ■
vided where it joins the hose and the nozzle, to keep the joint tight ;
and it is desirable to see, when using either-, that these washers are
in their proper place.
Mr. L . M. Becker applied , in 1863, a stop cock with enlarged
waterway to an ordinary branch pipe , so that when used in con¬
nection with his water guardian in the interior of a building , tire
person holding the branch could shut off the water when needed ,
without the loss of time so frequently encountered under the
present system, and thus reduce the damage by water to a
minimum .
Nozzles.
The employment of a detached nozzle capable of being easily
screwed on or off from the branch pipe is of uncertain origin, and
though a great amount of trouble has been taken , the author has
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been unable to find the name of the inventor or the date of its
first employment.
The nozzles used with fire engines are made of gun metal, of vari¬
ous diameters and sizes, with a screw thread cut on the interior
of the large end for attaching them to the screw on the end of the
branch. The nozzles require to be made with very great care,

and the interior to be very highly finished in order that the

water may pass through in the most solid and even state possible.
The present improved plan of nozzle adopted by most makers of
fire engines was brought out in 1835 by Mr. Merry weather, head
of the firm of Merryweather and Sons.

Care should be taken not to dent or injure the nozzle, as this

will completely spoil the jet of water, making it ragged and broken,
and preventing that clean solid stream from being thrown by the
engine which is so effectual in knocking out a fire.
On the proper condition of the nozzle used the beneficial effects
of the engine will in no small degree depend. When it is as it
should be, and free from bruises, dents, or burrs, the stream will

be thrown like a solid rod of water ; and will, consequently, be
projected in a solid body to a greater distance with least loss and
the greatest effect, striking with full force on the burning
material. When, however, this nozzle is in bad order, dented, or
burred, the jet will be thrown in a ragged feathery form; and by
exposing from this cause a large sectional area to the resistance of
the atmosphere, the great body of the water becomes dissipated in
the form of spray, its force is wonderfully decreased, and the dis¬
tance at the same time diminished; the result being that the greatest
part of the water is lost between the nozzle and the burning ma¬
terial, and what reaches it does so in a finely divided state, shorn
of the force and power required to knock the fire out, When a nozzle
is found to be in this condition, it should be sent to the maker to
be repaired.
Standard .
The standard to which the branch pipe of the steam fire engines
attached, to assist the branchman in keeping con¬
trol over it whilst the engine is at work, is uncertain in its origin,
but it has long been the custom to lash the branch of manual
engines to a staff or stick when at work. As now made, it consists
of a stout flatfish piece of ash or other wood, to the bottom end of
which an iron point or spike is attached, which enters the ground
and takes off the strain, whilst two or three stout leather straps

is now generally

and buckles are attached at two or three parts of its length by
which the branch is fastened firmly to it. Mr. Wm. Roberts
has devised a simple and efficient one, consisting of three iron
rods provided with a ring and fastenings to attach the branch,
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which is found very useful and handy , and is supplied with his
steamers .
Breeching.
By means of this contrivance two separate lines of hose may be
worked from each delivery , or from one only, and two distinct
parts of a fire, say for example two separate rooms, may be attacked
at once, each having its separate stream ,
or the deliveries of two engines may be
Fig . 44. Breeching .
connected to work through one nozzle.
The invention or application of the
breeching to fire engines is of uncertain
date , and no authentic information re¬
specting it has been found . Mr . Baddeley described the metal breeching , as
then used with the fire engines of the
London Assurance Corporation , in the
volume for 1828 of the ‘ Mechanic ’s
Magazine .’
In 1844 Lord Tliurlow registered a form of breeching by means
of which one engine could throw three separate streams at once, or
three separate engines be worked through one nozzle.
The breechings , as now made, are constructed of gun metal , but
they have been made of iron .
Clips.
The clip or hook, to be attached to the delivery hose of a fire
engine so as to enable it to be Fig . 45. Hose Clip or Suspender .1
hitched on to a round of a ladder ,
or other convenient place, and
sustain a portion of the weight ,
was invented by Mr. William Baddeley in the year 1829, and illus¬
trated and described by him in
vol. xii. of the ‘Mechanic ’s Maga¬
zine.’ They are generally made of
wrought iron, with leather strap
and buckle for attaching the hose.
Hose Clamp.
A very useful , simple, and inexpensive contrivance , which is
eminently calculated to fulfil the purpose for which it was de¬
signed , was invented by Lieutenant Becker, in 1863, for stopping
the leakages caused by the bursting of the hose when in work,
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which frequently happens when it is subjected to great pressure , or
when carried over walls or other uneven surfaces.
By the plan hitherto followed when a burst of this description
occurred , a strip of sheepskin , a pocket handkerchief or other
makeshift contrivance , was wrapped round the place of the leak,
and tied with a piece of string , or so as to prevent the water
coining through ; a slovenly and in most cases inefficient mode of
getting over the difficulty.
This hose clamp (fig. 46 ) is composed of a strip or band of
leather , indiarubber , or other suitable material , from six to twelve
inches long, and wide enough
Fig . 16. Hose Cj.amp.
to lap entirely round the hose,
to which are riveted two side
plates , one on each side, fur¬
nished with compressing screws
with threads of a quick pitch ;
so soon as a leakage shows itself
in the hose, one of these clamps
can be instantly placed over it,
and thus stop the leak. As it
is very rarely , when a hose bursts , that the opening is above two
or three inches in length , the lengths named are found to be ex¬
actly the thing .
To use the clamp, place the band or strip of leather , &c. under¬
neath the hose, and bring the two side plates together on the top
of it ; one man holds the clamp together round the hose, and the
other puts in the set screws and gives them twro or three turns ,
thus securing the clamp tightly over the leakage, thereby stopping
it in the' most effectual manner possible, and with great rapidity ,
not even a drop of water being able to escape.
From their portability and convenience there is little reason to
doubt but that they will be an indispensable accompaniment to
every fire engine ; and they will also be found extremely useful
to put round the hose when it is carried over a wall or parapet ,
or in other positions likely to chafe it and cause leakage .
The Sapeurs Pompiers of Paris use a sort of hose clamp which
consists of a strip of leather just wide enough to lap round the
hose, to the edges of which small hooks are attached , so that when
the edges are brought together the hook on one edge comes be¬
tween two on the other , forming a zigzag- arrangement ; and when
used a piece of cord is passed over each hook, so that it pulls the
two edges together when drawn tight ; this is a very inferior ar¬
rangement to that of Lieutenant Becker , which is much quicker
applied , and makes a simpler affair than this .
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Stand Pipe .
The ‘ stand pipe ’ now in use was formerly known and described
under the old Building Act as a ‘ socket,’ and was attached to a
length of suction hose so as to enable the water to be
Fig. 47.
led from the ‘plug ’ in the pipe or main , into which
it was driven , into the cistern of the engine , whence
it was thrown out by the pumps . The origin of the
present ‘stand pipe ’ is uncertain , and no particulars
have been found which could settle the point as to
who invented it. The use of this ‘ stand pipe ’ is
almost universal , and it effects a great saving in the
water employed where the supply is taken direct to
the suction of the engine or into the dam .
By its use, where sufficient pressure of water can
be obtained , a great deal of the expense incurred in
keeping the engine at work after the fire is down to
cool the ruins and prevent its further spread , can be
saved, it being only needed to couple on enough hose
to reach sufficiently near the fire, and attach a branch
to the end of it and direct the stream where required ,
a plan not always followed in London since the in¬
troduction of steam fire engines .
In 1806 the stand pipe , or fire hydrant , as it was
termed , was used in Philadelphia , and an engraving
of it was published in 1817, for the use of hose and
engine companies. It shows a cast iron hydrant inserted
by a tapering joint into a wooden main . The Valve
seat is placed at the base of the hydrant , near the
upper surface of the main . The valve drops in open¬
ing , and is worked by a rod passing through the centre
of the tube , with a stuffing box, saddle, screw shaft ,
and handle , mainly as in present use ; the diameter of Stand Pm;,
the tube is larger than that of the main by the diameter
of the rod. The hose nozzle is fitted with a female screw. These
have lately been improved by the addition of an air chamber , and
in some modifications required for the use of them by steam fire
engines .
Mr. William Baddeley illustrated and described, in the ‘ Mecdianic’s Magazine ’ for 1837, his improved stand pipe , by means
of which three separate and independent streams of water might
be put in operation at once, or separately if required .
The plan of coupling the suction of the engine on to the stand
pipe or hydrant , so that the water from the mains might flow or
be drawn into the engine without waste, was described by Mr .
William Baddeley , C.E ., in the ‘ Mechanic ’s Magazine ’ for 1827,
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being by him attributed to the late Samuel Buston , foreman of
the Brigade of the London Assurance Corporation .
Captain Ingram , formerly of No. 8 Manhattan Engine Company
in New York , now the able superintendent of the Dublin Fire
Brigade , has introduced the system of coupling the suction of the
engine on to a double delivery stand pipe , by means of diminish¬
ing coupling screws ; a plan attended with the most satisfactory
results , and which has long been followed in New York and other
American cities and towns.

Water Guardian .
The great amount of property constantly injured or destroyed when
fires occur in shops containing valuable stocks of delicate goods, and

also in private houses which frequently contain valuable and costly
furniture , caused by the frequent use of the stand pipe which
conveys the water from the water companies’ mains through the
hose used by the firemen, with pressures varying from 15 lbs. to
60 lbs. on the square inch, and the inability of the man at the
branch to control the amount of water necessary to subdue the fire,
induced Lieut . Becker to turn his attention to the prevention of
this unnecessary destruction of property , and the result has been
the production of a most simple, efficient, and self acting plan ,
termed by him a ewater guardian ’ or ‘ regulator .’
The apparatus consists of a small brass case, open at the bottom ,
attached to the stand pipe below the deliveries , in which are two
apertures , each of one inch in diameter , fitted with a cross head ,
spring valves, and lever key ; in addition to which he has placed
on the short branch a chamber stop cock, by means of which the
fireman holding the branch regulates the amount of water required .
The ‘guardian ’ or ‘ regulator ’ being adjusted to the pressure of
the main , when the stop cock is full open, the water passes without
any loss of pressure through the nozzle. When the stop cock is
used to diminish the amount of water thrown , the valves imme¬
diately relieve the pressure of the water on the hose by allowing
the surplus water to pass out at the bottom of the case ; and when
the fireman finds it necessary to shut the cock entirely , the valves
immediately act and relieve the whole of the pressure on the hose,
preventing its being burst and blowing the stand pipe out of the
plug hole .
The author has severely tested the invention in actual use at
various pressures (it has been used as high as 60 lbs.) with the most
satisfactory results , and it can be regulated down to 2 lbs. on the
square inch . This invention is deserving of the highest credit
and most extended employment ; the advantages and economy
attained by its use being self evident .
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Of the necessity and importance of some simple means of pre¬
venting the damage before alluded to, and that the amount of such
damage is considerable , the following extracts from the evidence of
the present superintendent of the London Fire Engine Establish¬
ment , when under examination by the select committee , will be a
sufficient proof, and also of the great amount of loss incurred by
the present system. Question : ‘ I believe that in fires the principal
amount which you have to pay really arises from damage by water
very frequently ?’ Answer : CI cannot say that I could assess it in
that way ; p' robably it is so ; it ought to be.’ Question -. ‘ For
instance , in warehouses where you put out a fire, in putting it
out great damage to the goods is occasioned very frequently ? ’
Answer : ‘ Very frequently .’ Question : ‘ That has to he paid
for ? ’ Answer : ‘ It has to be paid for , certainly , as a fire
damage .’
Dams .

The portable canvas dam (fig. 48 ), to be used instead of a ‘tub ,’as
it was called, or a hole dug in the street , for supplying the engine
with water , was invented by Mr. William Eaddeley , C. E ., in the year
Fig . 48. Dam open.

W qy(F.

1820, but it was many years before it came into use. About the
time that the London Fire Engine Establishment was formed, the
system of paving the roadway in the streets with cut blocks of
stone, grouted and well rammed down, became general . The
difficulty of breaking up such a pavement , in the hurry and excite¬
ment attendant on a fire, became so great that the old plan had to
be given up , and then the advantage and importance of the canvas
dam , or portable cistern , were quickly recognised ; and although it
had been reported against by the late Mr . Braidwood, when master
of the fire engines at Edinburgh in 1831, he was not long in
adopting it after this change took place ; and having given it a
trial , which was thoroughly successful, every fire engine was
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immediately furnished with one ; and it is now in almost universal
employment .
Fig . 49 shows the dam closed.
Fig . 49 .

Dam closed .

By the arrangement of Mr. L. M. Becker the dam is capable
of being made in any length without increasing its bulk . The
proportions most useful are — 2 feet high , 2 feet broad, by (5
feet long, which will fold up in a space of 2 feet square by 14
inch thick. The construction is very simple . On the two iron
frames for the ends of the dam are hinges which carry rods, folding
in the centres also by hinges ; these rods, when brought together ,
are made rigid by a slide, and thus expand the dam ; the canvas
of the cistern , with the exception of the two ends, is consequently
loose, and as no rigidity of frame prevents the dam itself acting
as a perfect suction to the tire plug , no water is wasted. All un¬
evenness of roads is obviated ; the suction hole is placed at the
end of the dam, thus allowing it to be placed on edges of pave¬
ments , in gutters , &c. where frequently fire plugs are awkwardly
placed ; and also it gives a smooth body of water for the suction
rose, an advantage greatly to be desired while being used for
steamers , as it obviates the absorption of air in the water .
Mr. Roberts makes his with hinge joints to support it when
open, which enables it to be quickly and easily opened or closed.
The Goose Neck.
The £goose neck ’ or flexible junction for the branch pipe to the
engine, allowing of motion in any direction , was used by Hero of
Alexandria , in his engine made 120
Fig . 50 .
years before the time of our Saviour .
In the description of his force pump
Hero not only describes a moveable
tube fitted by a joint (goose neck )
to the perpendicular one, by the turn¬
ing of which the water could be dis¬
charged or directed against any build¬
ing, but he also refers his readers to
it in the illustration .
A goose neck like those now used
in some of the fire engines in this
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country is figured in an old book published in 1674, called
‘ Mathematical Recreations .’
It seems to have been first used in England in 1633, and was
made by a ball and socket joint in Germany in 1675. The plan
similar to tlmt now in use was made in or prior to 1674, as may
be seen by Van Etten ’s book published in that year .
The engraving (fig. 50) shows the plan in use in the Ypres engine
in 1739.
The elbow or branch pipe joint , by means of which the branch
might be put through a hole in a shutter ,
or into such a position as would enable
Fig . SI . Goose Neck .
the stream of water to be directed at right
angles, upwards or downwards as might
be required , was devised by Samuel Buston ,
and used by him prior to 1828. This
same plan was included by George Dodd
in his patent improvements for machinery
for extinguishing fires in the year 1828.
As now made they consist of a copper pipe
iMli" .
or tube , fitted with gun metal swivel
screws, as shown in the engraving (fig.
51).
Hose Reel.
The hose reel is an American invention , having been used there
with their engines at a very early period . It was first applied in
England to a fire engine by Mr. Wm. Baddeley , C. E., in the year
1837, and used in Birmingham .
The hose reel mounted on wheels, as now used in America and
made in England , is a most convenient part of the equipment of
a volunteer country brigade , for by its means a great quantity of
hose can be transported with greater facility and quite as much
speed as a less quantity , and frequently by a couple of men : a most
important advantage at a pinch , when probably more hose is wanted
than the brigade possesses, or has with them , and some -distance
has to be traversed to fetch it .
In the ‘ Mechanic ’s Magazine ’ for March 1837, Mr. Wm .
Baddeley described and illustrated his application of the hose reel
to a manual engine , so as to enable several lengths of hose to be
run out quickly, or wound up ready for the next occasion, in an
expeditious , easy, and simple manner .
In 1861 Mr. Wm. Roberts designed an improved hose reel ,
arranged to be rapidly drawn by one horse, and carry five or six
men including the driver . The reel on which the hose is wound
runs on the main axle, and a pinion is fitted on the frame, which
works in a wheel fitted on the reel, to facilitate winding up the
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hose, whilst by means of a brake arranged for the purpose it is
prevented from running out too fast. A light frame upon springs
carries a box, in which are placed a stand pipe , three branch pipes,
nine nozzles or jets , one elbow and spreader , one felling and two
hand axes, a saw, pickaxe , shovel, and crowbar, a dozen canvas
buckets , a hand pump , 100 feet of line , spanners , &c., and the top
of the box forms the seats for the men . The reel will carry 1,000
Fio . 52. Roberts ’s Horse Hose Reel , 1861.

£

*

feet of leather hose, or from 1,800 to 2,000 feet of the woven
canvas, and the whole is mounted on high wheels.
The hand reel is similar to the above, and will carry 480 feet of
leather or 1,000 feet of the canvas ; and the box will contain two
branch pipes, nozzles, spanners , &c. in proportion to the large one,
and can be drawn by one man on ordinary roads. It is shown
connected to his portable manual engine in fig. 19, page 98.

i

Fan Spreader .
The fan spreader attached to the nozzle or end of the branch
pipe of an engine, by means of which the person holding the branch
can at his pleasure cause the stream of water projected by the
engine to spread out on all sides, and so cover a large surface, was
invented in the year 1842 by Mr . William Baddeley , C.E ., by
whom the invention was registered ; and in 1849 he further im¬
proved it, and sold it to Messrs. Warner , by whom it was regis¬
tered . By depressing with the thumb the lever shown in the
engraving (fig. 53), the water is made to strike against the plate
or deflector, which the lever brings against the stream ; and it

*
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thus spreads out in a sheet in front , and right and left of the
operator : whilst by taking the thumb off the lever the stream
rushes out in a solid state , just as though the spreader were not
attached to the nozzle. The whole of the apparatus is made of
gun metal .
Fan

Fio . 53 .

Spreader

.

tSSatrdj &ii

It will be seen in the directions for using Newsham’s engine
that he speaks of a fan being used when the engine is required to
be employed in watering gardens , and that it caused the water to
‘diffuse itself like gentle rain ,’ but the author has been unable
to find particulars of it or gain any information on the subject .
In his patent for fire engines, &c. by Bramah , obtained in 1793,
he shows a perforated semicircular boss at the end of the branch ,
all over the convex side of which are a great number of small holes.
The design of this was to cover as large an area with the water as
possible—such, for instance , as in the case of a room being on fire
—which it would do most effectually ; but it possesses this dis¬
advantage , which under many circumstances would be very serious,
viz. that the engine would have to be stopped to shift the boss
and put on a nozzle, should a solid body of water be required .
Buckets.
These are of very ancient origin , and it is difficult to trace their
invention . They were made of various materials in ancient times ,
and used for drawing as well as holding water . Metal buckets
were used both by the Greeks and Romans , who also made them
of leather and wood. A wooden bucket hooped with brass was
dug out of a Roman barrow in this country some years since.
The ancient Britons cut them out of the solid wood, and the
Anglo Saxons made them of staves and hoops just as we do now.
The ancient Egyptians used buckets of wood, skins, or leather , and
probably of earthenware . The forms of buckets represented on
some of the ancient Egyptian tombs show this .
There is a bucket now preserved in the tower of the cathedral
church of Modena , enclosed in an iron cage, which in the year
1005 was the cause of a serious war between the commonwealth of
Modena and the state of Bologna. It belonged to a public well in
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the latter state , and was carried off by some soldiers ; the refusal
to restore it led to the war above alluded to, and the value of the
bucket might have been about eighteen pence ! It was made of
staves, and bound with iron hoops.
Leather buckets are best made by carefully riveting together the
seams and bottoms with copper rivets instead of sewing, and stiffen¬
ing the top by means of a flat galvanised iron or copper hoop,
riveted round on the outside . These buckets take up a great deal
of room, and are rather inconvenient if more than two are taken
with an engine ; added to which, in carrying they let the water
slop out freely : disadvantages canvas buckets do not possess.
Where room is of no consequence, and waste of water is not re¬
garded , they will be preferred to wood or metal , on account of
their lightness , flexibility , and strength .
Buckets made of indiarubber and canvas were originated in
America, and are found very handy and useful for a variety of
purposes . They are manufactured rather extensively both there
and in this country , as also on the Continent .
Canvas buckets are made in various ways, some having a wooden
bottom , to which the canvas is nailed with copper nails, and a ring
of tinned iron wire fastened to the top to keep it open, the seam
of the canvas being sewed, and a moveable iron handle being
fitted , to enable it to be easily used. Others are made of canvas
entirely , without any wood or metal whatever , a ring of rope
sewed round the top and bottom giving them sufficient stiffness,
the handle also being of rope .
These buckets fold into a very small space, do not waste the
water in carrying , are cheap , and hold a good deal of water, their
general size being 14" deep and 9" wide, and allow a great many
to be stowed away in a small space.
So far as can be ascertained , buckets made of this material were
introduced into the fire plant of the Edinburgh Fire Establishment ,
about the year 1826, by Sir J . Robison, secretary of the Royal
Society of Edinburgh .
The late Mr. Braidwood , soon after taking charge of the London
Fire Engine Establishment ., arranged them so that one might be
carried by each of the firemen ; and the author is informed by
Mr. Tilley , the well known predecessor of Messrs, Shand ,
Mason, and Co., that he carried out this plan so that they were
attached to the waist belt , and could be readily detached when
wanted .
These buckets should have loops of cord both at top and bottom ,
such arrangement having been found very convenient and useful
in practice .
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Hand Pump .
The hand pump or syringe is of very ancient origin . It was
known centuries before the time of Ctesibius of Alexandria , who
flourished in the second century b.c., and was men¬
Fig . 54.
tioned by Hesyckius and Isidorus in the seventh
century .
The syringe is the only kind of pump known in
Asia, where it has doubtless been known and used
from a very ancient period ; but in China very
efficient engines similar to the European are made,
and have been known from a remote period . That
this is very probable is sufficiently proved by the
known fact that few things in that country can be
called of modern origin , and that the winnowing
machine introduced as a new invention into this
country about 150 years since was known and used
there from time immemorial .
In its original form the syringe or squirt could
only throw water in an intermittent manner , but it
has since been greatly improved at various periods
by various persons, and it is now a very efficient in¬
strument , capable of projecting a good stream of
water , in a continuous or uninterrupted jet , to a
considerable distance . At a very recent date it lias Haxd Pump.
been taken in hand by a legion of ‘improvers ,’ some
of whom hav.e pressed into their service the system of rummaging
the dead languages , and of coining so called ‘ classic’ names for
their ‘ improvements .’ It has frequently happened , however,
that the greatest novelty lias been found in the results of the
process above alluded to.
The portable hand pump , so valuable an auxiliary as a preventive
of the disastrous effects of fire, is evidently an improved edition of
the old hand squirt , so arranged as to throw a continuous stream in
place of an intermittent one, as was the case before it was made on
the present improved plan . It is now a force pump , easily worked
and directed by one person , is generally made of brass and pro¬
vided with gun metal valves and an air vessel, all contained in the
body of the machine , the pump rod being of steel ; so that a snug ,
efficient, and very compact miniature fire engine is the result . It
has a nozzle and ten feet of leather or indiarubber hose, like its
larger and more powerful rival , and will throw about six gallons of
water per minute to a distance of 30 feet and upwards in a strong
continuous stream . When used, it can be put in a, pail of water
or any other convenient place, and by working the handle quickly
up and down it will throw a good stream ; and by directing the
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water on the fire, it will soon knock out what, if left a few minutes
longer , would almost always end in a disastrous conflagration .
This is a far better and more satisfactory means of extinguishing
fire than the barbarous and rude plan of throwing the water in bulk
from a bucket , as it strikes with considerable force, and good aim
can be taken , so that it enables the maximum of good to be done
by the minimum of water, thus avoiding the damage so constantly
caused by the water used in extinguishing the fire, which is always
additional to that caused by the fire itself.
The application of an air vessel and valves to the syringe , by
which it was converted into an efficient hand pump , was made by
Mr . William Baddeley prior to 1844, and an improved plan and
arrangement of valves was registered by him in the year 1850.
In March 1848 Mr . Braidwood had one constructed for himself
by Messrs. Shand and Mason, and the hand pump is now an
essential part of the equipment of every well arranged fire brigade .
This arrangement was referred to in the ‘Mechanic ’s Magazine ,’
vol. xl., for 1844, p. 240, where, in an account from the ‘ Times ’
of Mr . Braidwood having tried the old syringe at St . Dionis Backchurch , of which an engraving has been given at page 78, a note
is appended asking : ‘Is the superintendent of the brigade force
aware of the numerous improvements made in the syringe (by
Scott , Read , and others ) during the last two centuries ? or has he
yet to become acquainted with the very excellent and effectual
modern contrivance for preventing the great spoilage from water
which now so frequently takes place ? ’
These hand pumps are extensively used in London , and in the late
Lambeth fire brigade each engine was provided with one, and they
are also extensively used by those in the country , their convenience
and advantages being proved to be beyond question . They are
conveniently arranged for domestic use, being fitted with a socket
at the bottom , and supplied with a pail or bucket into which this
socket fits, so that one person can pump and direct the stream of
water at the same moment ; in this case they are useful for many
purposes , such as washing windows, garden engines and the like ;
and it may safely be said that no house, warehouse, hotel , or other
building should be unprovided with them as an addition to the
other means of safety they may be provided with.
It is a remarkable fact that while at the great conflagration in
Tooley Street in 1861 the steam fire' engines were pouring tons of
water per minute into the burning buildings without producing the
slightest effect, Beal’sWharf was saved and the progress of the flames
eastward arrested by means of a hand pump . There can be no doubt
that had there been a few of these little pumps at hand when the
great fire in Gresham Street was first discovered by the watch¬
man , their employment , with the assistance of a few gallons of
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water , would have prevented the great destruction of property that
ensued .
Ladders.
The ladders carried with fire engines are made in lengths of
6 feet each, the material being the best picked Baltic deal, and the
staves of the best heart of oak. In some cases good straight
grained ash is used instead of deal. On these are fitted the sockets,
made of best wrought iron , by means of which they are readily
joined together so as to form a ladder of the required length to
reach to a moderate height . No manual engine should be un¬
provided with these ladders , and some of the steam fire engines
now made are having them fitted and arranged so as to be easily
carried with them . This plan was introduced into steam fire
engines by Mr. William Roberts , in his self propeller engine, in
1862.
In 1828 a writer in the ‘ Mechanic ’s Magazine ’ suggested that
an Act of Parliament should be passed to oblige all fire engines to
carry a ladder with them , so formed as to suit the length of the
engine, be very portable , and capable of being readily joined to¬
gether to form any length .
Vegetius , who flourished in the reign of Yalentinian II ., A.d.
385, in his work ‘ Epitome Ins . Rei Militaris ,’ a translation of
which was published at Antwerp in 1607, shows a numerous variety
of portable rope and leather ladders with hooks at the ends, so that
when thrown over a wall or into a window they might catch hold.
There are also sketches of folding ladders made of wood and metal :
some of them are shown made of several pieces to be screwed
into each other by the person using them until he reaches the
required height ; others have rollers or little wheels at the upper
ends, so that they might be easily pushed up against the side
of a house by those who raise them ; next are boxes or baskets ,
in which are several persons, raised perpendicularly on a moveable
frame by means of a screw below, which pushed out several hollow
frames or tubes contained one within the other , just like the tubes
of a telescope, so as to enable a given height to be reached . A
variety of combinations of the ‘ lazy tongs ’ or jointed parallel bars
are also shown—one of these , moved on a carriage , raised a large
box containing several soldiers ; this is identical with a fire escape
of modern invention described in vol. xxxi. of the ‘ Trans . Soc.
Arts.’
Preventer.
The preventer or ‘ boat hook ’ carried with well equipped engines
is of very ancient application to fire service, having been in use as
z
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a part of the appliances by the ancient Roman firemen or 6matri cularii ,’ alluded to in the early part of this work.
Fig . 55 .

Preventer

:

George Agricola , who died in 1555, in his work ‘ De Re Metal lica,’ shows in oue of the engravings , which represents the interior
of a laboratory or smelting furnace ( of which the engraving at page
72 is a copy), a set of household fire extinguishing apparatus ,
among which are two preventers . They appear to have consisted
of a staff or handle , at the end of which a double hook, something
like two bill hooks joined back to back , one being larger than the
other , was attached , either by a socket into which the handle fitted,
or two jaws or horns between which the handle was fitted and
riveted through .
About the year 1826 Mr . William Baddeley designed an im¬
proved preventer with a cutting axe opposite the spur or side
prong , and arranged by means of a socket and screw to be readily
joined to another length of staff or handle so as to reach to greater
heights if required . The ordinary preventer in use is simply a
common boat hook with a staff or handle eight or ten feet long
or more , and when used inside a house, especially in some of
modern size, is often found to be too long, and when wanted for
service outside as frequently too short . An engraving and descrip¬
tion of it will be found in the ‘ Mechanic ’s Magazine ’ for 1841.
Axe.
This will be found a most useful accompaniment to a fire engine ,
especially if it be required to remove an obstruction more quickly
Fig . 56 .

Axe .

than can be done by the fireman ’s hatchet worn in the belt . The
best kind is that known as a felling axe (fig. 56), provided with a
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flat head for use as a hammer , and it should have a good straight
grained ash handle free from knots or twists, and be kept in good
order.
Crow Bar .
An iron crow bar about l -\ " or 1A" diameter and 3 feet long
will be constantly found most useful. It should have steeled ends,
one being made with a chisel shape and the other pointed .
Saw .
This should be one of the kind known as a ‘rip saw,’ of the best
quality , and very stout ; and should never be allowed to get dull
or out of thorough working order . As all the implements carried
with a fire engine have to be used under the excitement caused by
the fire, and generally without much thought of using them care¬
fully, it is most important that they should be of the highest and
most reliable quality , and little liable to damage by hard work.
Shovel.
A shovel will constantly be found of great use, especially in the
country , and this shoidd have steel in it , not out of it, as was the
case with the wretched tools supplied to the army in the Crimea
during the Russian war. A box handle will be found preferable to
one of the crutch form ; and it is important that these shovels should
be made only by the best makers .
Pickaxe .
The pickaxe should have good steeled ends, one being chisel
shaped from two to three inches wide, and the other pointed . The
handle should be of good straight grained ash—ground ash, as it is
termed , being excellent —and well and firmly wedged into the body
of the tool, which should have a sufficient depth to hold the handle
firmly and prevent its coming out when in use. If the wood be
not very dry when made into the handle , it will be apt to shrink
and get loose in the socket, therefore it should be seen to occasion¬
ally to keep it tight .
Oil Can .
Oil cans which are made to discharge a part of their contents
by a slight pressure with the thumb on the bottom are useful , as
they do not let the oil run out if they are accidentally capsized.
Another useful variety is that with a plug or valve in the spout,
the withdrawal of which allows the oil to run out, This is usually
accomplished by pressing on a small button or stud close by the
handle . It will be found requisite to keep this sort very clean, or
they will not act ; and in cold weather , when the oil is stiff, they
are not found so handy as the former sort.
z 2
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Screiv Wrench.
This should be strong , well made , and capable of being ad¬
justed to fit any sized nut ; but because one is supplied or carried
with an engine , the use of double ended spanners , each end for
a nut of different size, should not be neglected . Cheap expanding
spanners are next to useless, as they seldom possess either the
material or the finish to give them the required durability . There
are several simple and efficient plans in use.
Lamps .
The head lamps of an engine should be well made and of the
best quality , fitted with powerful reflectors and good burners ,
arranged so as to be easily trimmed and adjusted . Under certain
conditions carriage lamps for candles will be found good, but
on the whole oil lamps will give most satisfaction . Hand lamps
and those for steam and water gauges should be strongly made ,
have strong plate glass and powerful reflectors , and contain
enough oil to last for several hours , besides being easily trimmed
and adjusted . All lamps require to be kept scrupulously clean,
and should always be ready for use at a moment ’s notice . Never
clean the reflectors with brickdust or rottenstone , as this will be
found to injure them ; a soft ‘ shammy ’ leather will be found the
best material to use, which should be carefully kept free from grit
and dirt . Inferior oils should never be used, as they thicken and
decompose, and moreover have generally a corrosive action on the
materials of the lamps , and do not give a pure clear light .
Hose and Suction Wrenches.
These will be found of great utility and importance in securing
the efficient working of the
Fig . 57.

Hose Wrench .

en g ine ’ b/

enabling
the junc¬
tions of the lengths
of suction or
delivery hose to be screwed up
so tightly as to prevent leak¬
age, which can rarely be always
done by hand .
The eye or loop on the end of the wrench is put on the lug of
the coupling , the concave side of the wrench being towards the
coupling , when it can be screwed up to any degree of tightness
required , and by shifting the wrench to the reverse position, or
rather to the opposite side of the coupling , and placing the eye of
the wrench on the same lug , it can be readily unscrewed ; it will
often be found convenient to place one wrench on the lug of the
hose to which llie length is to be added to hold it steady whilst the
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other is on the lug of the length to be married , so as to screw it
up tighter and save time thereby .
Wrenches should be made of the best wrought iron , and always
kept bright and clean.
Screw Driver .
This should fit all the screws about both manual and steam fire
engines , which require to be moved by a tool of this description ;
and. it should have a stout flatfish handle , so as to be easily held
and worked. A long screw driver works freer and better than a
short one, but it is always best to have one suitable to the style of
engine , so that it can be readily used on any portion of it without
inconvenience . Care should be taken to have it always in the best
condition , and the edge free from notches, and of the required
fineness to fit easily into the slit in the head of the screw ; it is,
however, needful not to have it too sharp , as it then readily breaks ,
and is besides dangerous to handle .
Fire Plug Keys.
These should be made of wrought iron, galvanised, and will be
found extremely useful with either manuals or steamers in those
towns and districts where water is laid on in the streets .
Line and Cord.
The line carried with the engine should be in lengths of 60 feet
(and made, of the best hemp ) of the kind known as life line . The
lapping line and small cord should be also of the best quality , and
care should be taken to prevent being left in a state of damp and
mildew when not in use, and whenever they have been used should
be carefully dried before being put away in their place in the
engine .
Jumping Sheet.
The jumping sheet should be of strong canvas, and about 25
feet square , with rope lugs or loops about 3 feet apart , strongly
sewn round the edges. These would be better if worked into a
‘ bolt rope,’ as it is termed by the sailors, and this rope strongly
sewn round the edges of the sheet .
Link or Torch.
This useful appendage to steam or manual engines was introduced
by Lieut . Col. English , before alluded to, about the year 1858.
It consists of a round case or tube , about 18 inches in length
and If inches in diameter ; at the butt end or handle of which a
screwed cap is fitted so as to form an airtight cover when screwed
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up properly . Into this tube (the cap being removed ) naphtha or
one of the free flowing easy burning oils is poured , so as to supply
a stout wick at the front end, to which the light is applied .
The front end is turned
Fig . 58 . Tobch .
up at an angle of forty
five degrees, and just in
front of the hand at the
butt end a small forked
foot, a couple of inches
long, is attached , so
that it can be placed on the ground without falling , over, and
he used to give light whilst in that position . At the handle end
is tire extinguisher , which fits on over the cap, and is the part
held in the hand when the torch is in use ; but when the torch is
to be put out it is drawn off and fits on at the end over the wick,
extinguishing the flame most perfectly . No steam fire engine
should be without one of these , as they are most useful in enabling
the fire to be readily lighted , both at the bottom and the top.

Shield Plates.
With steam fire engines it is found necessary, when at work,
to protect the wheels from the heat of the furnace , and the hot
ashes that drop from it , by means of thin sheets of iron or some
other contrivance . These have been arranged in various ways for
convenience of stowage, so as to be at hand when wanted ; in some
cases they have been employed as foot plates at the tail of the
engine , for the engine driver or fireman to stand on whilst going to
or coming from a fire ; in others they have been arranged so as to
fold up into a small compass, and be easily carried with the other
equipments . As a rule these loose or detached sheets of iron will
he found to cause considerable noise and rattle whilst the engine
is on the road, an accompaniment of by no means an agreeable
character , and decidedly neither ornamental nor useful .
In 1863 Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co. devised a convenient
substitute for these necessary adjuncts to the convenience in
working steam fire engines, in the shape of a canvas bag, of the
necessary length and height , for protecting the wheels, which was
divided by rows of stitches into a lot of vertical tubes or spaces,
kept filled with water when the engine is working , and tied against
the wheels on the inside, so that there is a good body of water
exposed to the heat to intercept it .
When done with, the water is run off, and the shields can be
rolled up and stowed away in the smallest space. They can be
easily dried ready for use another time ; and it is desirable that
they should be ‘ barked ’ in the same way as the sails of the fishingboats, in order to prevent mildew and add to their durability .

